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5 Claims. 

There are known powerful (up to 200 ma.) 
metallic Roentgen tubes for microstructural anal 
ysis which work in connection with a four-stage 
diffusion pump and permit a rapid change of the 
anticathode (as, for example, the tube by Mr. 
G. N. Selmayr with a four-stage diffusion pump 
by Gaede, see the Scienti?c Journal of Physics, 
1924, page 598). 
A further increasing of the tube capacity is 

limited by the degree of heating of the anti 
cathode, said heating being too high in spite of 
an intensive cooling. 

It has been also proposed to overcome this 
difficulty by employing a revolving anticathode, in 
the ?rst time in X-ray tubes for surgical diag 
nosis. No prolonged exposure being required in 
such cases, these tubes had a revolving anticath 
ode which was cooled owing to the thermal con 
ductivity of the metal without the use of cooling 
water. 
A thoroughly designed construction of a tube 

with revolving anticathode has been proposed by 
Bowers, who determined the necessary number of 
revolutions of the anticathode, the latter being 
rotated by a magnetic ?eld produced externally of 
the tube. 

This tube is adapted to operate at 650-500 ma. 
at 40-50 kv. during 0.05 second and at 500-400 ma. 
during 0.2 second. 
But such a short duration of exposure is not 

su?icient for microstructural analysis. 
If the exposure lasts several minutes, a con 

tinuous water cooling is needed even in the case 
of a revolving anticathode. 
The rotation of a water cooled anticathode in 

X-ray tubes of this kind requires the use of va 
rious stu?ing boxes which makes very difficult the 
obtaining of the necessary vacuum within the 
tube. 
In a contrary way the present invention per 

mits the arrangement within a high vacuum 
X-ray tube of a revolving water cooled anti 
cathode without the use of any packing means or 
any rotary tight sleeves in the high vacuum zone. 
The invention consists therein that the rod of 

the anticathode passes through the four-stage 
dilfusion pump which constitutes an integral part 
with the Roentgen tube. 
The rod passes through the pump in such a 

manner that the space between these parts con 
stitutes a diffusion diaphragm through which the 
air is exhausted by mercury vapours or the like 
?owing with great velocity out of an annular 
nozzle as in usual diffusion pumps. 
As the rod passes through the second, third 

(01. 250—35) 
and fourth stages of the pump, the interstices 
between the rod and the washers separating the 
stages are overlapped by mercury stoppers. ' 
Such a manner of obtaining tightness is possi 

ble owing to the small pressure difference ex 
isting between consecutive pump stages and be 
cause beginning with the second stage the pres? 
sure in the stages is smaller than the mercury 
vapour pressure at ordinary temperatures. 
Thus the tightening by means of stuffing boxes 

is removed to the zone of preliminary vacuum 
(low vacuum), where in the four-stage pump the 
vacuum need not be higher than 15-20 mm. of 

. the mercury column. 

The accompanying drawing illustrates, by way 
of example, two forms of embodiment of the ar 
rangement according to the invention; in both 
cases the four-stage diffusion pump is of Gaede’s 
system. . . 

The shell I of the Roentgen tube is a hollow 
cylindrical body with passages 2 for the cooling 
water. A window 3 made of aluminium foil is 
provided in the shell and serves for letting out 
the X-rays. On the upper part of the shell I 
is mounted a glass tube 4 which is welded to 
chromium steel sockets B—‘I. The glass tube 4 
serves for insulating the cathode 5. , 
To provide for a prolonged operation of the tube 

at a large load the water cooling of the‘cathode 
can be effected. through the nipples 8 and 9. 
The incandescent cathode is formed as a tungsten 
coil. For still greater loads the cathode may be 
of the indirect heating type. 
The detachable junction between the shell I 

and the di?usion pump underneath it is effected 
by a gas-tight glass sleeve I0, hermetically drawn 
upon a metallic cone which is connected to the 
shell I by means of elastic member II. The 
so formed glass receptacle I2 is ?lled with liquid 
air for freezing out the mercury vapours. 
The revolving anticathode comprises the ?at 

piece I3 ?rmly fastened to the through tubular 
rod I4. 
In the inner cavity of the anticathode is ?xed 

the funnel-shaped end of a stationary tube I6, 
through the lower end II of which is introduced 
the cooling water. This water flows out through 
the annular space between the tube I6 and the 
inner wall of the tubular rod I4. 
The rod I4 of the revolving anticathode I3 is 

rotated from without by means of the toothed 
gearing I8. 

It revolves in two bearings: the upper bearing 
I9 operating without lubrication is situated in 
the high vacuum zone, and the lower bearing 20 
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2, 
which is formed as a stuffing box is located in 
the point where the rod l4 passes from the pre 
liminary vacuum’ (low vacuum) into the atmos 
phere. ' V , ' . 

5 The revolving rod M of the anticathode enters 
into the diffusion pump 2| through the annular 
gap of the part 22 which forms the di?usion dia 
phragm, through which the air is sucked out of 

' r the tube by means of themercury vapours ?ow 
10 ing outthrough the annular nozzlessurrounding; 

the part'22. 
The four_ ‘stages of the'r'mercurylpumpi 2‘l_'are 7' 

separated from one another by the discs 23pm 
vided with mercury stoppers“- ' 1 

15 Such a packing is possible in this case only‘bea' 
cause of the fact that the pressure, differences. 
between each two consecutive stages of the pump- - 

' are very small and because beginning with ‘the 
_ vsecond stage the pressure in each stage is smaller 
20 than the pressure of mercury vapours vat ordi 

nary temperature. ' > ' V ' ‘ : 

V .Thevacuumpumpis connected to the con 
necting'tube 25. ' v r > " V 

’ The’mercury vapours ‘ascend from the boiling 
25 vessel 26 and pass" through the nozzles 21-which 

are arranged in parallel, and through. the annué 
larnozzle on the part 22. The condensed mer 
cury‘ ?ows down through the mercury stoppers 
24 and the tube 28, returning back to the boiling 

I 30 vessel126. Thus the stu?ing box is located ‘in, 
the‘ zone .of preliminary vacuum, where in the 
case: of a four-stage pump the pressure of 
15-20mm. of the mercury column is 'sui‘?ci‘ent. I 

I Fig. 2 shows another form'of embodiment of 
35 the object of the invention. In this case the 

stu?ing box referred to above may be eliminated, 
if ‘the ‘water, hasairee ‘escape and if there is 
su?icient‘ pressure in "the water supply pipe. 
Here instead of the stu?ing box 2|] a water jet 

4o pump 29 is formed which‘creates a vacuum equal 
to 15-20 mm- of the ‘mercury column.’ 
Such, a“vacuum..makes surethe operation of' 

the four-stage di?usion pump. > _ 

If a water vjet ‘pump is to be used for producing 
'45 a pressure drop where the anode rod passes from 

the preliminary vacuum zone into the atmos 
phere, the arrangement is such that the water 
?owing out. of‘ the anode rod, as indicated by-ar 

' rows in Fig; 1,'draws the air from the preliminary 
5,0 .vacuum 'throughthe air space between the anode 

tube and the tubular casing. . The anode rod is 
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V mounted in the preliminary vacuum zone in a 
ball bearing similarly to the arrangement in the 
high vacuum zone. Since in the case of a con 
siderable pressure drop for a water jet pump, the 
velocity of pumping out is much too small, there 
is provided in the present constructional form a 
pipe-20 which is connected toa vacuum-pump.’ , 
@What I claim is: : ' r Q ’ 

1'. In combination, .a Roentgen'tube including 
a rotary water cooled anticathode and a carrying. 

_ rod for said anticathode, amulti-stage diffusion 
pumpqconnected with said tube and having high 
and low vacuum zones, said rod extending 

a through said pump and ' externally thereof 
7 through the low vacuum zone, a bearing for'said 
rod in’ thehighvacuumzone of the pump, a. sec 
ond bearing for said rod in the low vacuum zone 
and a stu?ing box ‘at the point where said rod 
passes from the low vacuum zonev into the 
atmosphere. ' ' 

-2. In combination, a Roentgen tube including 
a rotary water cooled anticathodeand a carrying 

‘ rod forisaid anticathode, a multi-stage .di?usion 
pump connected with said tube and having high 7 
and low vacuum ‘zones, said ' rod ~ extending : 
through said pump ,and externally,v thereof 
through the low vacuum zone, a bearingitor said 
rod in the high vacuum zone of the pump, a bear- ' 
ing for said rod in the low vacuum zone and a 
water jet pump at a point ‘where the rod extends 
through they multi-stage di?usion' "pump for 
creating a vacuum for the _- operation :01 the 
multi-stagedi?usion pump‘and corresponding to 
.15-20 mmnof the mercury‘column. . 

‘ 3. 'An arrangement as claimed in claim 1,.char 
.acterized in thatIsaidimulti-stage diffusion pump 
includes a'di?usion diaphragm surrounding said 
carrying rod. 7 . 1 " V 

4. An. arrangement, as iclaimed in claim. .1, 
characterized in that said multi-stage di?usion 
pump includes a diffusion diaphragm surround- ' 
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ing said carrying rod'in' the ‘high vacuum zone oi v 
said diffusion. pump. ‘ . V 

5. An {arrangement as claimed .in claim~1, .7 
characterized in that #said multi-stage diffusion _ 
pump includes a diffusion diaphragm surround 
ing said carrying rod' in the high vacuum zone 
of said di?usion pump, and means for supplying 
mercury vapors to exhaust the air from said tube. 
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